
Behalf is a digital platform that facilitates B2B payments by paying merchants upfront (1 business day after customer 
approval) and quickly qualifying merchant’s customers for financing in real-time, using an automated underwriting 
engine. B2B merchants that utilize Behalf can offer extended payment terms in any channel they accept payments (no-
fee net-payment terms or 30-180 days of financing available, subject to customer approval).  

Increase revenue and loyalty
Boost your customers’ buying power 
with access to net-payment terms and 
financing in your online checkout. Behalf 
is compatible with every eCommerce 
platform and has pre-built APIs or 
extensions available.

Automate reconciliation
Behalf can be integrated into your order 
management system or ERP. Send 
payment requests with a few clicks, 
saving up to $18 per invoice in AR costs 
and up to 2.6% on the costs of waiting 
30 days sales outstanding with next-day 
payment.

Accelerate Cash Flow
Use Behalf to fund inventory purchases, and pay 
back over time. If you sell on the Amazon 
Marketplace, with daily payout factoring, you 
get paid for product you sell on Amazon faster 
and free up more capital to purchase a greater 
amount of inventory upfront, bringing down 
unit prices. 

Get paid by the next business day
Accelerate receivables and increase 
inventory turnover. Behalf ensures you’ll get 
paid the next business day after transaction 
approval while your business customers set 
a payment schedule that works for their 
business.

Benefits
Offer an omni-channel payment solution

B2B businesses of all sizes struggle to meet revenue targets because they are stuck waiting  on receivables and can’t 
purchase the inventory needed to support sales and increase turnover. They are also bogged down with managing 
net-payment terms and/or financing programs that distract from their core business focus but are required to stay 
competitive.

Accelerate Cash Flow and Power Your Business

Behalf on AWS

Challenges
B2B businesses fail to reach full potential due to cash flow 
constraints

Behalf on AWS
A digital platform that facilitates payments by extending net-terms and 
financing to B2B businesses
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Features

Behalf on AWS
Times are changing, and on-demand purchase financing companies, like Behalf offer a remedy to that problem with 
technology and cloud-based solutions. Behalf places its trust in AWS to securely power its proprietary underwriting 
algorithm to process a large number of data points and dollars in real-time. Behalf brings simplicity, reliability, efficiency, 
and cost reductions to businesses that offer extended payment terms and financing in real-time. Behalf is an Advanced 
Technology partner and has achieved a Financial Services competency. 

Get started with Behalf solutions on AWS
Contact Behalf for more information

Case Study: A top national electronics distributor

Behalf on AWS  |  Accelerate Cash Flow and Power your Business

Integrate Behalf seamlessly in any channel you accept payments 
Integrate Behalf seamlessly with eCommerce platforms like Magento or BigCommerce, using our 
eCommerce platform extensions. For other storefront solutions, Behalf provides APIs which support 
flexible customization, allowing you to promote growth across existing sales channels. Behalf also 
integrates with your order management system, automating your reconciliation process. 

Real-time access to capital 
Behalf’s business customers benefit by receiving access to the cash they need at the moment they 
need it. Behalf uses AWS services to expand data usage and also to integrate and improve upon the 
underwriting algorithms that analyze data in near-real time.

Challenges

Business customers of a top electronics 
distributor were requesting extended 
payment terms. Because the distributor 
could not provide net 30 terms due to 
the impact they would have on cash-
flow, the distributor was losing 
customers and sales.

Solution

The distributor reached out to Behalf 
to implement Behalf for eCommerce. 
By embedding Behalf into their 
ecommerce checkout, customers could 
sign up and receive a real-time 
prequalification decision without ever 
leaving the distributor’s site.  

Results

Almost immediately after launching, 
shopping cart abandonment among 
first time buyers decreased by 26%. 
Customers who paid with Behalf 
purchased 80% more frequently than 
non-Behalf buyers, and had a 35% 
higher Average Order Value (AOV) than 
non-Behalf buyers.

Solution Brief
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